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Introduction
The main goal of the INCA project [1] is the design of a multipurpose spectrometer for fundamental studies of the primary cosmic radiation (PCR), in part, for measurements of the spectrum and composition of PCR components at "knee" energies up to ! "
eV. The project employs a new-type device, namely, ionizationneutron calorimeter (INCA), measuring both ionization and neutron signals and exploiting bipolar pixel siliconbased detectors developed in the framework of this project.
Properties of INCA
General Properties. Basic characteristics of the current INCA conception are listed in Tables 1 -3 and 
sections and coated by a 3-mm thick polyethylene film. The layer $ is made of 5-cm thick polyethylene; PMTs and phototriodes are coming through its openings. "Helium-2" neutron counters are placed inside this layer. The interior calorimeter has 50 levels, each consisting of the alternating lead and polyethylene layers with a thickness of 1 and 29 mm, respectively, and the layer of the long (200 cm) plastic scintillator blocks with the thickness 10 mm (see Fig. 2 ). Each of the scintillation blocks may include the light spectrum shifters (optical fibers or strips). Polyethylene and lead constitute 78% and 22% of the total weight. This is equivalent respectively to 4.3 and 0.3 in proton As scintillators detect mainly signals from delayed B -rays produced in neutron captures and passing to relatively big distances from the point of their origin, 100 SNM17 200-cm long gas neutron counters destined to detect just neutrons are placed inside the each fifth polyethylene layer at 20 cm intervals.
Charge Detectors. The preferable charge detector (CD) version is a double-layer semiconductor one. However, Fig. 1; 9 ) photo plates; 10) fiber with avalanche photo diode; 11) wavelength-shifting light guide; 12) layer containing Cd or Gd. Proportions are not fulfilled. 
